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changing labour market. 

Supervisor: Max Koch 

Assessors: Roberto Scaramuzzino & Katarina Jacobsson 

 

The aim of this study was to explore the development of well-being among youth in the 

Nordic countries in relation to changing labour market conditions. The dimensions of focus 

constituted subjective and personal accounts of physiological and psychological well-being. 

The study was based on perspectives and previous studies on labour market participation 

and employment standards and the influence of such factors for the well-being of individuals. 

Theory on the associations of such factors were constructed and tested through quantitative 

analysis making use of data from the European Social Survey in a cross-sectional study. Much 

in accordance with the theorized associations Employment, Income and Education was 

shown to be positive predictors of Health. Additionally, work satisfaction and satisfaction 

with work-life balance was related to higher psychological and physiological well-being. 

Despite previous studies suggesting that rising non-standard employment (NSE) 

arrangements such as limited contracts and lower employment security are causing ill-health, 

no such changes could be identified in neither the youth population in the Nordic countries 

nor in Europe. There were further no significant correlations between NSE contracts and 

the operationalized well-being measure of Health made use of in the undertaken multiple 

regression analysis. These findings could suggest that non-standard employment and the 

flexibilisation of the labour market does not have as adverse effects for the well-being of youth 

and perhaps not even for the greater population. The flexible non-standard employments 

might have become the new standard. 

 

 

Keywords: Cross-sectional study, well-being, subjective health, non-standard employment, 

flexibilisation. 
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1. Introduction 

The labour market in vast parts of the world has changed due to global developments 

during the 20th century. Economic changes in terms of mobility for labour and means 

of production have spurred new types of policies in order to adapt to the new 

economic realities. These policy responses are far from only economic policies, as 

they seek to alter migration patterns and welfare arrangements. Combined, these 

trends form powerful mechanism that affect the daily life of the population thus 

potentially the general well-being. Broad concepts of welfare governance changes 

describe different eras during the post-war period, conceptualising an initial trend 

where the welfare state emerged in the form of a universal and nationally regulated 

type of governance financed by a boost in economic growth. Declining growth and 

globalisation has since been the core argument for a change of governance (Jessop 

1999, Hemerijck 2013).  

The shift from an industrial society to a knowledge society is altering the conditions 

for those entering the labour market (Halvorsen & Hvinden, 2014) and new ideals of 

a flexibilisation of labour are upheld and combined with conditional welfare 

provisions in new governance models, as presented by Bob Jessop (1999). While the 

demand for labour increasingly value higher education and more complex skills, new 

employment conditions have also emerged that require more individual management 

of work-life balance. Such types of employment are for example part-time, temporary 

and self-employment (Fritz & Koch, 2013). The emergence and expansion of these 

so-called non-standard employment arrangements (NSE) is theorized as bringing 

potentially adverse effects for the population. In theorizing these developments on 

the labour market Martin Fritz (2013) discuss the concept of anomie, which 

incorporates notions of normlessness and insecurity throughout a population 

undergoing societal change. The removal of - or weakened - former standards is 

linked with inequality and exclusion in a process where predetermined cultural goals 

and norms remain while the means of achieving such goals are removed. The central 

role of employment for individuals to participate in society form the basis of the 

norms which Fritz (ibid.) propose are being eroded when employment conditions 

are altered. The concept of anomie is further theorized as combined changes of 
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disintegration, disorganization and disorientation in a society of global changes 

towards flexibilisation.  

These transitions in society are thereby also highlighting another transition, that 

between education and work. Not only is this transition postponed for many in the 

youth population, it is further changing to be more complex and less linear. Once 

youth enter the labour market they are often doing so through precarious forms of 

employment in what can be described as a peripheral workforce (Furåker, 2013). 

The share of this workforce is shown to increase in several European countries during 

the first decade of the 21
st

 century while the historically more common “standard” 

employment arrangements ensuring full-time and permanent employment is still the 

majority standard in the European labour market. However, such secure 

arrangements are predicted by many scholars to increasingly give way to NSE-

arrangements (Fritz & Koch, 2013).  

The former standard employment arrangements still constitute the core workforce, 

providing secure jobs to the majority of the population. In the Nordics, the rates of 

less secure temporary contracts are however much higher among the youth 

population (Furåker, 2013). If the core labour force mainly consist of the older 

population we are faced with issues for the inclusion of youth into the secure labour 

market.  

Employment opportunities for unskilled workers are declining in countries 

transitioning from an industrial to a knowledge based economy and the demand for 

higher and theoretical education is followed by an increased risk of school-dropouts 

in many Nordic countries (Halvorsen & Hvinden, 2014). Dropping out of school 

could further entail a future within the peripheral workforce and risks of low paid 

and uncertain jobs in contrast to the employment protection within the core 

workforce. Employment is important for the well-being of individuals for several 

reasons. Theory of employment and well-being assumes both an economic need for 

employment and a psychological need. If either of these needs are unfulfilled they 

can cause psychological distress (Haworth, 1997). 

These developments could be very likely to segment the labour market and the 

challenges from these trends appear to present themselves primarily for the youth 

population.  
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A segmentation of the labour market could mean social exclusion for the young 

labour force. Exclusion from the core labour market could create a rising poverty 

and increase the demand for minimum income support as larger shares of the 

population lack entitlements to social insurances. Repeated periods of 

unemployment could also lead to dependency of welfare and inactivity as citizens 

become discouraged from seeking new entry to the labour market in order to protect 

themselves from previous experiences of failure or degradation. 

One might also argue that experiences of degradation could be originating from the 

labour market policies that are emerging as a response to the changing economic 

developments. As part of the changing governance of welfare, policies are 

decreasingly universal and are more focused on incentive reinforcement and 

assistance in seeking employment (Jessop 1999, Bonoli, 2012). The responsibility 

and pressure of finding work thereby placed even more on the individual while this 

task is audited by employment officers more frequently.  

This inactivity and dependency of welfare could for example be indicated by a rise in 

different forms of social protection benefits. Interestingly, the provisions of minimum 

income support and disability pension for youth have risen recently in several of the 

Nordic countries, according to some available research (Inspektionen för 

Socialförsäkringen, 2013:7. Halvorsen & Hvinden, 2014). However this 

development is a difficult one to attain certain data on, given the complex and 

sensitive nature of such data.  

The Nordic countries are well-known for having extensive welfare governance with 

universal entitlements and social protection. Many of these countries have reformed 

and are reforming their policies much in line with the activation approach to labour 

market policies. Other social protection policies are also being reformed in order to 

retrench the welfare provision (Morel, Palier, & Palme, 2012).  

Research focus 

Building on the theories of anomie and the adverse effects of changing labour market 

conditions my approach will focus on the notion of well-being. For example concerns 

for well-being developments consider rising inequalities, weakened labour market 

regulation and rising anxieties among the population, all of which are intertwined in 

Fritz’s (2013) conceptualization of anomic normlessness in the wake of flexibilisation 
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The aim within my research focus is therefore to further explore these problematic 

developments of a potential rising social exclusion and decreasing well-being of the 

young population with special focus on the Nordic countries. I hope to contribute to 

the knowledge of these developments through an explorative research approach. My 

approach will mainly revolve around the well-being of youth in order to explore 

whether well-being is changing and what is determining individual well-being. I find 

this to be a very relevant and interesting approach in order to investigate if the 

flexibilisation could cause adverse consequences for youth and whether the 

developments can rightfully be considered an exploitation of youth. The title of the 

thesis - “Flexploitation or flexibilisation” - is derived from the aim of my approach.  

The concept of Well-being 

Notions of “Well-being” include several dimensions of human life, where a positive 

physical, social and mental state are included. It is not merely a term for the 

inactiveness or lack of vigour which “disability” denotes. Following from the broad 

definition of Well-being we are faced with several approaches in measuring levels of 

well-being (Marks A. & Shah H., 2005; Vittersø J., 2004 & Sen A., 1993). There are 

objective and subjective accounts of “being well” and there are personal well-being, 

social well-being and happiness dimensions that are used to evaluate the welfare of a 

population. My approach will focus primarily on the personal dimension, making use 

of subjective evaluations regarding psychological and physiological well-being. I’ve 

chosen this scope because my topic of interest is the potential activity restrictions 

following from subjective ill-health. My primary conceptualization and focus in terms 

of well-being will therefore revolve around health issues that could hinder 

participation in labour market activities. However, my analysis will incorporate a 

broad discussion of well-being and its dimensions and measurements, making use of 

objective measure such as employment status and income in order to explore the 

association of such contextual factors on the subjective accounts of well-being and 

health. 

Previous Studies 

A majority of research on well-being focus on the overall satisfaction and happiness 

rather than personal well-being and have found that this notion of well-being is 

influenced by Life circumstances (contextual factors such as income and available 

resources) explaining 10% of the variation in happiness and Intentional activities 
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(individual factors and actual behaviour in working towards ones goals and 

meaningful work) explaining 40% of the same variation while Genetics is explaining 

50%. In presenting these conclusions Marks & Shah (2005) note that genetic 

predispositions is interacting with environment and means of upbringing that might 

activate or prevent such predispositions. This helps position my own departure to 

look closer at what would affect varying degrees of personal well-being in the domain 

of freedom to be vigorous and active.  

Propositions that contexts concerning resources, activity, achievement and 

meaningful work are important factors for individual well-being suggest that being 

unemployed should have implications for the well-being of individuals. Not 

surprisingly many studies do show that this is true and in terms of unhappiness it is 

one of the most significant sources. The level of effect is mediated by the economic 

and social situation of individuals (Marks & Shah, 2005. Nordenmark & Strandh, 

1999, Strandh 2001, Bjørnstad 2006). While economists argue that the negative 

emotional effects of being unemployed will increase efforts in job-searching the effect 

seem to be the opposite and the more affected by unemployment, the more passive 

individuals become as rejections in their search for employment produces withdrawal 

in response to the trauma of unemployment (Bjørnstad 2006, p 462). 

Research on policy intervention and its effect on the individual well-being show 

varying levels of impact.  If unemployment causes adverse well-being, then labour 

market policy interventions should also effect/mediate well-being. Participation in 

training or manpower programmes improves mental well-being according to some 

studies including youth, while results concerning access to unemployment benefits 

do not show any conclusive effects on well-being (Strandh, 2001) According to these 

studies our interest should therefore be further focused on the economic situation of 

individuals and also their activities while not being employed, such as whether 

participating in education/training or not is related to levels of well-being. 

Some of the flexibilisation developments have also shown adverse effects for well-

being (Koch & Fritz, 2013). On a European level Van Lancker (2013) has shown that 

temporary employment increases the risk of poverty, compared to permanent 

employment but note that this is mainly due to lower wages for temporary employed. 

Other than causing financial hardship and lower degrees of employment protection 

a temporary employment and being part of the peripheral workforce might affect the 
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well-being of such employees as they are excluded from the core workforce and their 

(former) rights and privileges from their standard employment arrangements. 

In contrast to temporary employment, part-time employment have been shown to be 

less problematic in terms of poverty, precariousness and exclusion (Koch & Fritz, 

2013). It is even related to wealth and welfare indicators, such as fertility rates, trust 

and female employment according to Fritz’s (2013) analysis. In all types of non-

standard employment (NSE) the share of employees that are poorly educated is high. 

This could serve as a verification that the flexibilisation of the labour market is 

exploiting already marginalised groups of the workforce according to Marin Fritz 

(ibid). The prevalence of various non-standard forms of employment is therefore a 

potential predictor of well-being that I will incorporate into my analysis in this 

research approach.  

In a study similar to what I am interested in undertaking, Bengt Furåker (2013) 

investigates whether non-standard employment is increasing in the Nordics and how 

employees in NSE are perceiving their employment situation. Furåker conclude that 

shares of non-standard employment have not increased in the Nordics and go on to 

note that temporary employees experience less variety in their jobs while they do not 

feel more pessimistic about finding other employment opportunities in the future. 

My departure will build on these findings and more specifically investigate the 

experiences of youth in the Nordic countries. 

Previous studies of youth well-being in the Nordics 

Some studies have shown and discussed an increase in both disability benefits and in 

the prevalence of self-perceived long-standing health issues among Nordic youth 

(Inspektionen för Socialförsäkringen, 2013:7. Halvorsen & Hvinden, 2014). Issues 

in making use of shares of disability- and similar benefits however include 

comparative problems of differing national systems for benefits and that such 

objective accounts of well-being need to incorporate different eligibility criteria within 

benefit systems and the existence of overlapping income support from other social 

insurances and benefits. Data on disability is also treated as sensitive information and 

therefore challenging to acquire. Not being a subjective evaluation of well-being a 

benefit share measurement would not incorporate that being a recipient of such 

benefits need not necessarily imply that one is feeling unwell or hindered in ones 
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freedom to act towards ones subjective valuable achievements and according to ones 

will.  

Self-assessment of health is however an easier task to acquire and conceptually more 

suitable from the departure of this research approach. Such self-perceived health 

measurements have shown that health issues hampering the activity levels of youth in 

many of the Nordic countries rose between 2002 and 2011. This conclusion is found 

in the report New Policies to Promote Youth Inclusion by Rune Halvorsen & Björn 

Hvinden (2014). They have produced the following comparative table of worrying 

developments of health problems among the young population in the Nordics. 

Table 1: Prevalence of long-standing self-perceived health problems 

in four Nordic countries. 2002 and 2011. Both sexes. Percent 

 DK FIN SE NO 

2002     

Age 16-29 12.0 % 17.2 % 11.6 % 9.3 % 

     

2011     

Age 16-29 14.5 % 39.0 % 31.3 % 8.0 % 
 

DK= Denmark, FI= Finland, SE =Sweden, NO= Norway 

Source: Halvorsen & Hvinden 2014 (LFS Ad-hoc modules 2002 

and 2011. Reported by the National statistical offices). 

 

The source for these figures is the Eurostat Labour force Survey Ad-Hoc modules of 

2002 and 2011. The question to respondents was worded somewhat differently in 

2002 and 2011. (LFS 2002: “Do you have a long-standing health condition or 

disability?” & LFS 2011: “What kind of longstanding health condition or disease do 

you have?”). While researching the above data it appeared that the Ad-hoc module 

survey data used on this topic is only available for those two years as seen above (2002 

and 2011) and that the table produced have made use of individual data to construct 

the age-group of 16-29 year old respondents.  

A very central theme in the approach of this thesis will be to investigate whether the 

proposed developments of adverse well-being among youth in the Nordics can be 

replicated in other data sources. This will serve as my first research question. The 

period of interest for my empirical data is therefore starting in 2002. Additionally I 

aim to explore the theorized and presented studies of mediators of well-being more 

specifically in the youth population. This exploration is covered in my second 

research question. 
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In order to explore the historical developments related to my research topic I will 

make use of Eurostat aggregate data helping me in the process of theorizing on the 

cross-national changes of socio-demographics and well-being during the last decade. 

As presented briefly, the concept of well-being is a complex and broad notion. In 

order to specifically explore subjective well-being that could influence the potential 

for individuals to participate in labour market activity I aim to make use of personal 

accounts of well-being that I will operationalize as related to health. These will be 

variables denoting psychological and physiological well-being. By incorporating 

several variables into a composite measure - a “Health Index” - I hope to demarcate 

relevant personal accounts for this purpose while keeping a broad perspective of 

different subjective experiences that could limit labour market participation. 

To facilitate data for an analysis of assumed relationships of predictors of well-being 

I will access individual data from the European Social Survey (ESS). The ESS is a 

regularly recurring cross-national survey in many European countries including the 

Nordics. It has been conducted since 2002, a year which therefore will serve as the 

starting point for the period during which I will analyse developments. My main focus 

will be on youth in the Nordics, while the available data makes it possible for me to 

compare developments with other European countries. With the material from the 

European Social Survey - using SPSS software – I will make use of Regression analysis 

to identify factors that are predicting well-being and to what extent. It is within this 

section of my analysis that I plan to make use of a composite measure of health. 

Regression analysis can - if sufficient and relevant data is acquired – determine what 

changes can be seen in one variable by varying other variables. This will help me 

answering my research questions by indicating what is associated to changes in youth 

well-being in the Nordics. 

Research Questions 

Has personal well-being decreased among youth in the Nordics since 2002? 

In what way are labour market activity and standards associated to personal well-

being? 
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2. Research Design & Method 

This thesis is a scientific approach to explain and further understand the relationship 

between socio-demographics such as labour market status and income in relation to 

well-being and ultimately activity restrictions and disability. In order to achieve 

knowledge on the subject some research considerations are needed in terms of the 

acquisition of knowledge and truth as well as how answers to my research topic and 

questions can be achieved. There are several available approaches and not only one 

true way to practice scientific method and define ones philosophy of science. I will 

therefore outline research philosophy, design and methodology in this section before 

I continue to present the theoretical perspectives on well-being.  

Philosophy of Science 

What constitutes scientific method and a suitable pursuit of knowledge and truth 

differ significantly within available philosophies of science within the social sciences. 

Philosophy of science entails a conceptualization of what can be considered as real 

or in existence through its ontological claims as well as how knowledge can be reached 

about this reality through the epistemological claims of the researcher. A complete 

philosophy of science finally includes a statement of what methodology is applicable 

in the given scientific inquiry. Traditionally this has also been the sequence of 

research, according to Jackson (2011, p.26) as methodology has followed the 

preceding issues of being (ontology) and knowing (epistemology). However, Jackson 

(ibid.) considers methodology to be a thorough reflection of the decision on what 

methods to utilize in order to achieve the knowledge we are striving for. I agree with 

this view on methodology from which it follows that methodology must not 

necessarily follow from ontology but rather that methodology is a tool to make sense 

of what methods of knowledge production would make sense. According to Jackson 

(2011) methodology serves as a form of philosophical ontology as it formulate how 

researchers can produce knowledge initially, prior to the scientific ontological 

statements of what exist (evidence for the existence of e.g. objects and processes).  

My focus of this thesis considers effects of labour market standards and social policy 

in producing unwanted side effects for the population. I have had the ambition to 

identify the best suitable approach for this topic. As previously mentioned, I do not 

agree that there exists one true scientific method or approach. Instead I agree with 
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Andrew Sawyer’s (1999) notion of so called “disciplinary parochialism” that there are 

several available research approaches that individually could equate to knowledge 

limitations in research. When conducting research in an interdisciplinary field such 

as policy evaluation one could therefore benefit from using several approaches and 

perspectives. 

Ontology 

I share the ontological world-view of both positivism and critical realism that there is 

a divide between the knowing and the known, that is, between the observing 

researcher and the object of study. This split, labelled the Cartesian split after Rene 

Descartes thus holds that the world is dual and that there is a gap between the mind-

world of researchers and the bodily world. Consequently such an ontological view of 

existence assumes that what is “real” is independent of human awareness and 

consciousness (Jackson 2011, p 44). I accept the postulates of what Thomas Brante 

(2001) defines as Casual realism to which he has summarized several forms of realism 

within philosophical debate.  Besides the mind-world dualism formerly mentioned, 

Brante (ibid.) identifies an additional postulate stating that there is a social reality 

independent of the representations and awareness by social scientists. When 

accepting the axiom of mind-world dualism any researcher is faced with the issue of 

what we can be sure in knowing do exist, other than our own existence. This Cartesian 

problem of an intense need for certainty in a mind-independent world where such 

certainty is nearly impossible has meant that subsequent epistemological postulates 

differ within philosophy of science (Jackson, 2011). 

Epistemology  

Knowledge is in many definitions of science based on facts. However, as Alan 

Chalmers (1999) notes, there are certain obstacles in attaining these fact and how we 

are to produce knowledge from them. According to Chalmers (Ibid.) the basis of 

facts underpinning science assumes that they are (1) given by (neutral) observers via 

our senses (2) independent and prior to theories and finally (3) that facts are a 

foundation for scientific knowledge. This view that observing is the key to knowledge 

is related to the concept of phenomenology, which entails an axiom that experience 

lead to knowledge much like in differing accounts of ontology that uphold a  

contrasting world-view that is monist, thus that the knowing and known is not firmly 

separated. Epistemological wagers are in that case different to dualist approaches of 
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the Cartesian problem in that they rather theorize prior to experiencing and seek to 

interpret and idealize in order to produce scientific knowledge (Jackson 2011). 

Returning to the realm of the ontological starting point mind-world dualism that I 

accept as my own I do not agree with the axiom of for example positivism and 

empiricism that knowledge can only be acquired through experience. Nor do I 

commit to the view of relativism that all individual perspectives and experiences are 

equally valid in producing scientific knowledge. I do however commit to the 

statement that the world can be known from several different perspectives, although 

some perspectives can be judged to be more factual than others. Overall I therefor 

agree to great extents with the philosophy of science described by Andrew Sayer 

(2000) as critical realism and which in his words accepts epistemic relativism but 

rejects judgemental relativism, embraces a dualist ontological world-view and 

withholds that knowledge of unobservable objects and processes can be theorized as 

they exercise effects on what we can perceive. In order to know about unobservable 

objects critical realism incorporates the possibility of going beyond facts by 

transcending what we experience and theorizing about what me might not (Sayer, 

2000). Jackson (2011) refers to this epistemological approach as transfactualism in 

contrast with the empiricist phenomenalism.  

Methodology 

As a researcher/author interested in the causal explanations of youth well-being and 

disability my methodological considerations lead me further towards approaching my 

research topic through the lens of critical realism.  This philosophy of science focus 

attention to casual explanations while broadening the concept of causality. The focus 

is broader than positivist accounts where causal relationships need be regular, 

consistent and cause and effect in conjunction to one another in order for causality 

to exist. Critical realists instead stress the concept of casual tendencies, stating that 

objects and subjects have causal capacity and power to act. They might, however not 

always result in causality as inner capacity and external context may influence and 

counter-act such causalities (Sayer 2000). In social science I believe it is these social 

mechanisms that need explanation in order to attain greater knowledge in regard to 

my topic. As such mechanisms and inactive causal capacities are not always 

observable and possible to verify by empirical explanation the epistemological 

attainment through speculative knowledge claims will help in providing a better 
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understanding of the dualism between the mind and the world as put forward by 

proponents of Critical Realism (Jackson, 2011). 

Being able to make normative claims of knowledge and thereby going beyond merely 

presenting results and further positioning oneself in social issues by taking a 

standpoint on what perspectives the resulting knowledge have produced, the 

researcher could contribute to what Sayer (2000, p 168) identify as the emancipatory 

ideal for the social sciences. 

A critical realist approach to policy labour market policy and standards is able to 

study causality similar to positivist research although critical realists does not stake a 

claim on being able to produce general laws of causality of such causal processes. 

Instead the emphasis would be on mechanisms and contexts that tend to result in 

certain effects for the object studied (Jackson, 2011). Sayer (2000, p.22-24) 

exemplifies critical realist policy evaluation and how it differs from positivist attempts 

to look for regular causalities and how critical realist evaluation would rather seek to 

further explain the causal mechanism, outcomes and social setting of a process. A 

critical realist would continue shifting focus and studying why policy have that effect 

for that actor but not others. Further on being able to produce transfactual claims of 

mechanisms and factors that for example causes tendencies for some groups to 

benefit from the policy while others do not.  

Therefore, adopting a realist approach in research or evaluation sets itself apart from 

evidence based research as it suggest that facts can be attained as evidence but 

emphasize tendencies rather than predictability implying that research focus more on 

contextual circumstances and the presence of mechanisms other than only measures 

of effectiveness, answering what works for whom, under what circumstances and how 

(Pawson & Tilly, 1997). 

The approach in this research on well-being and disability in the Nordic countries 

will therefore be neither purely inductive (constructing theory from empirical results) 

nor solely deductive (verifying/falsifying initial theory through empirical results). I will 

instead make use of a mixture of those two approaches through an abductive 

approach which involves building hypotheses from observations and continuing 

making observations from new perspectives in order to construct new theory. The 

approach thus moves back and forth between inductive and deductive reasoning 
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aiming to attain the most probable theory. In the words of Jackson (2011, p. 83) an 

abductive approach is therefore a mean to achieve conjecture rather than conclusion 

which is what deductive and inductive approaches seek to reach. This relate to the 

conceptualization of objects and processes as being both observable and 

unobservable to the researcher and the possibility to speculate on the existence of 

undetected mechanisms in social processes in order to reach a probable explanation. 

Research Strategy and Design 

In order to form initial hypotheses I have researched relevant theoretical perspective 

on the research topic of which I have already produced a brief summary in the 

introduction section to this thesis. These theoretical perspectives will be presented in 

more detail further on. These perspectives additionally outline developments of well-

being in the Nordic Countries and Europe. Impressions of this theoretical review will 

constitute the starting point of my abductive approach which will entail both theory 

building and theory testing (De Vaus, 2001). In order to achieve representative data 

for a large number of countries which is a prerequisite for my research questions and 

topic I will make use of a cross-sectional research design. Unlike an experimental 

design a cross-sectional design does not involve an active intervention from me as a 

researcher in order to impose differences or change for examination. However, the 

main advantage of a cross-sectional design over an experimental one is the magnitude 

of data samples that can be acquired. An experimental design which would seek 

answers to my research topic would not only require large resources to set up 

experimental interventions in all countries specified, it would also be both unethical 

and probably be impossible to apply different measures to different groups of the 

population in order to try and affect their well-being. 

Cross-sectional research 

David de Vaus (2001), summarize the main features of cross-sectional designs in 

research as follows: 1) Use of and focus on existing differences rather than on change 

from intervention, 2) Groups of study are based on existing differences and not on 

random allocation & 3) No time dimension. Cross-sectional studies could for 

example consist of national surveys and statistics as they incorporate such existing 

differences in existing groups of the population. The last feature regarding time could 

however constitute a flaw in the design in order for my approach to explore the 

developments of well-being and health. There is however strategies and methods in 
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cross-sectional design in order to obtain a time dimension. If repeated cross-sectional 

studies are conducted at several points in time the researcher can attain information 

while obtaining the otherwise missing time-dimension. Repeated studies within 

national statistics and surveys are common but make use of different sample groups 

each time they are repeated. Assuming that such surveys and statistics are making use 

of the same definitions and questions at each point in time research might still identify 

longitudinal developments. Applying such an approach would permit me to identify 

changes on an aggregate level but not individual changes. An aggregate analysis 

enabling a time dimension would thus be useful and meaningful in exploring my first 

research question, while the second research question; focusing on what factors are 

associated with well-being would benefit from a cross-sectional study from one point 

in time. 

Figure 1 - The research process, Source: De Vaus, (2001) 

Building theory 

Combined with the theoretical perspectives, a longitudinal analysis of well-being and 

labour market developments would allow me to build theory that I could then test 

through a cross-sectional study from one point in time, analysing correlations and 

predictors of well-being. 

This would initially enable me to explore both the development of well-being across 

countries as well as other tendencies in variables that I will have theorized as probable 

predictors of well-being. In Eurostat statistics I will be able to find data and population 

rates over time concerning many social and economic measures assuming that these 

statistics are derived from similar survey designs and questions they can make up a 
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source of repeated cross-sectional data for observing change. This will provide 

descriptions of aggregate change over time and enable simple conclusion whether any 

changes are seen and in what way (De Vaus, 2001). I hope that such a focus will 

contribute both in clarifying what noticeable changes have actually occurred as well 

as giving some insight into what other factors from the theoretical perspectives that 

have developed in a way which might indicate that they are related to well-being. 

Testing theory 

Once the initial theory building is in place I will continue my analysis by studying the 

relationships of predictors of well-being more specifically. For this purpose my 

interest will be on individual changes rather than aggregate change over time. I will 

remain in the field of cross-sectional design although abandoning the longitudinal 

dimension of change, making use of a survey on the well-being and labour market 

status of respondents from one point in time. For this purpose I will make use of the 

European Social Survey and particularly the fifth round of that Survey from 2010 

which included more questions on well-being and employment. The Survey is 

presented further in the upcoming parts of the thesis.   

The data from the European social survey include a range of variables of which I 

intend to analyse which independent variables (guided by the prior theory building) 

are affecting levels of the dependant variables that I operationalize as measures of 

well-being. Through multiple regression analysis I can both identify how a single 

variable is affecting the well-being of individuals as well as to what extent several 

independent combined predict/indicate levels of well-being (De Vaus, 2001). In 

elaborating with different groups of variables my hope is to be able to correct my 

theoretical assumptions and re-test relationships to well-being, thereby identifying the 

most probable explanations of changes in well-being.  

Triangulation  

Within research, designs and methods to study something by observing it from 

multiple angles and perspective is known as triangulation. This notion derive from 

methods in for example geometrics that make use of triangles to find an exact location 

of a point by viewing it from positions that are already known. In social research there 

are a multitude of designs and approaches that seek to apply triangulation. These 

could include triangulation of/and within methods, the use of several data sources 

and triangulation through use of several theoretical positions and perspectives. 
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(Denscombe, 2010). By adopting an approach making use of multiple sources of 

information and data we can strive to achieve the best probable observation of the 

research problem and in doing so the research need to identify the best combination 

of theories and methods within the resource limitations at our disposal, one example 

being the timeframe of the study (Djurfeldt, 2003). 

My research design and strategy takes the notion of triangulation into account by 

firstly presenting the theoretical framework and the longitudinal changes as presented 

in official data from Eurostat, continuing to observe well-being and its theorized 

causes in different national contexts and finally seeking to test the predictive power 

of certain variables on the subjective personal well-being of respondents in a cross-

national survey. 

Operationalization & Empirical data 

Eurostat Macro-data  

In outlining yearly developments in socio-demographics I will make use of Eurostat 

statistics. I hope that such macro-data will allow me to identify the changes in rates of 

participation in different forms of activities and measures of well-being. 

Eurostat is an institution within the European Union tasked with providing statistics 

at European, national and regional level. The objective of the institution includes 

enabling comparison between these levels within a broad scope of themes where 

statistics on Population and Social conditions will be the domain where I will seek 

data on well-being and particularly dimensions of well-being that can be related to ill-

health (potentially restricting labour market participation) and activities of citizens in 

the Nordic countries and the European Union. This will help guide me in theorizing 

the developments of well-being in terms of ill-health and to operationalize what 

contextual factors that might mediate the subjective well-being of young individuals. 

European Social Survey Micro-data 

Following the identified developments in Eurostat data I will make use of individual 

data from the European Social Survey in order to analyse the relationship between 

the assumed dependent variable of personal well-being (potentially restricting labour 

market participation) and independent variables which might affect such subjective 

well-being and ill-health. The European Social Survey is conducted regularly and 

most recently in 2012 in 29 European countries including the Nordic Countries. 
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Denmark, Finland, Sweden and Norway have participated in all Survey Rounds while 

Iceland is missing in a majority of the conducted Surveys. I am therefor able to make 

use of the ESS data in observing longitudinal change as well. Using data from multiple 

rounds of the ESS will however derive observed changes from smaller samples of the 

population than the data and statistics found through Eurostat. 

In the European Social Survey there are core themed questionnaire modules that are 

included every round as well as themed modules varying from round to round. In 

the core themes questions of subjective health and socio-demographics are of interest 

for my research approach as I am able to make use of individual micro-data on 

subjects such as individual factors of subjective illness/disability as well as contextual 

factors including education, main activity and income of individual respondents.  

The ESS includes six complete survey rounds with core themes/modules on topics 

of Media and Social Trust, Politics, Subjective well-being, Gender & Household, 

Socio Demographics and Human values. Additionally there are differently themed 

modules each round. One example of such a module is the Family, work & Well-

being module in the ESS round 5 in 2010 including questions on Family, work and 

Well-being that I will make use of in order to analyse the predictors of well-being. 
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3. Theoretical Perspectives 

Well-being  

The starting-point for defining well-being in current debate is often followed by a 

departure from the overall happiness or life satisfaction in a population. This is a 

consequence of a shift of focus within psychology and sociology away from historical 

accounts of exploring well-being that primarily involved the study of illness and 

dysfunctionality (Marks & Shah, 2005).  

Some other measurements of well-being are in contrast defining well-being through 

different predictors in a population, which are considered as determinants of well-

being. Depending on how well-being is studied it can be investigated through either 

objective or subjective measurements. While objective measurement focus on 

observable predictors such as for example income, justice or freedom - subjective 

accounts measure emotions and levels of satisfaction. Subjective well-being can 

therefore be considered an evaluative account by respondents themselves regarding 

well-being as a “State” and not a process. Its focus on having positive feelings is in 

philosophy distinguished as Hedonic Well-being. While the objective approach of 

attaining - for example wealth or employment and thus well-being is categorized as 

Eudiamonic well-being in philosophical terms (Vittersø, 2004). Exploring well-being 

entails not only a choice of what to measure but how to measure it. Does one look at 

rates of disability in the population or ask the population for their personal 

experiences?  

What one seek to measure is a matter of dissecting the various dimensions of well-

being. These can be identified broadly as the dimensions of positive physical, social 

and mental state. Yet, my focus of this thesis derive from an interest in the activity of 

the population (particularly youth) and the dimension of well-being that I wish to 

investigate is therefore loosely conceptualized as “health” and more specifically in 

terms of vigour and ability; factors that I perceive as crucial in order to part-take in 

economic activity and the labour market. By making use of subjective accounts of 

well-being within this field I seek to explore the personal experiences of individuals 

rather than objective definitions of being in good health. This is not to conclude that 

I am making a presumption that objective measures are inadequate but rather a 

conceptualization in line with assumptions of objective measures as indicators and 
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potential prerequisite in a process for individuals to feel good and achieve a higher 

state of well-being. 

Building on the framework of processes and states of well-being there are relating 

concepts in the Capability approach to well-being which Amartya Sen discuss in his 

and Martha Nussbaum’s book The Quality of Life (1993). The approach defines 

functionings as the state of a person and specifically what said person is able to do 

and be in life where capability is used to denote what options there are for that person 

to act alternatively on and to be achieved by him or her. Having quality in life is 

considered to consist of being capable to reach valuable actions (functionings), where 

value is seen as a mainly subjective notion of personal evaluation both consisting of 

what is valuable objects and how much value are attributed to them. However, Sen 

(ibid) positions the concept of value within the approach as separate from merely 

utilitarian evaluation as it assume that there are various acts and states for individuals 

that are valuable in themselves disregarding the utility they produce. 

The capability approach to well-being therefor involves similarities to the evaluative 

measurements discussed earlier as it derives the well-being of a person from the 

perspective of that persons own perspective of his or her wellness. Functionings or 

states of personal well-being might incorporate “elementary” ones such as being fed 

and having mobility as well more intricate states of being happy or being included. 

As freedom of choice is central to this conceptualization of well-being, being disabled 

through for example ones state of physical or physiological health can hinder doing 

and being subjectively important actions thus limiting a person’s capability. Doing 

certain activities can likewise facilitate or restrict capabilities, for example working or 

participating in other social activities. Enhancing well-being through means of policy 

is there for concerned with assisting equal opportunities for the population to realise 

subjectively valuable achievements. 

One central notion from this review of theoretical perspectives of well-being that I 

will incorporate in my own empirical exploration is the distinction between individual 

factors and contextual factors relating to well-being. Different scholars uses different 

concepts but broadly this distinction appear above in all the presented theoretical 

perspectives of well-being. In my interpretation the contextual factors are the 

processes, capabilities and what can be objectively measured in the context 
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surrounding the individual. The individual factors - how someone is perceiving and 

responding to the contextual setting in terms of functionings, values and personal 

well-being – are more difficult to capture through objective measures. They are more 

easily identified through individual evaluative accounts of happiness and 

positive/negative feelings. The individual factors constitute the current state of well-

being for a person.  

Considering the individual factors that might affect the labour market participation of 

an individual one can be unhappy and dissatisfied yet still able to participate in 

education or employment. In my operationalization of personal well-being and 

labour market conditions a further distinction must be made where adverse feelings 

relating to one’s own self-perceived health will be the central aspect of well-being. 

Subjective accounts relating to feelings regarding psychological and physiological 

ability and health will serve as the core source of measurement in my empirical 

analysis for this reason. However as such “health” concepts are strongly related to 

several other dimensions of well-being and broad measures of satisfaction my analysis 

is not merely one of health but of the whole complexity of well-being with a particular 

interest in these health-aspects. 

Youth well-being and disability in the Nordics 

As presented in my introduction of this thesis previous studies suggest that well-being 

has declined in terms of disability in the Nordics. In order to try and verify these 

changes we can turn to health measures of self-perceived health from the European 

Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) available through Eurostat 

data. The data is based on recurring cross-sectional surveys and statistics and 

therefore enable us to view longitudinal developments of perceived Health. By 

selecting the shares of the youth population in age group 16-24 years stating that their 

general health is either “Bad” or “Very Bad” (the other available options being “Very 

Good”, “Good” and “Fair”) the presentation of the following bar chart is possible: 
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Source: EU-SILC through Eurostat Database 2015 

As seen in this description of self-perceived health the shares of youth that feel that 

their health is bad or very bad appear to have risen in all Nordic countries in 2010 

while decreasing again in some Countries while rising additionally in some as of 2012. 

It is however not at all at the level of rates for 2002 and 2011 that I have outlined in 

my introduction as reported by Halvorsen & Hvinden (2014) in regard to 

longstanding health conditions or disability. When turning to another variable in the 

statistics of the EU-SILC we see a lot higher rates. The variable is based on the 

question: “Do you have any long-standing illness or longstanding (have lasted or are 

expected to last for 6 months or more) health problem?” and the rates of which youth 

of ages 16-24 answered Yes can be seen in the following bar chart for the years 2008 

to 2012.  

 

Source: EU-SILC through Eurostat Database 2015 
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Statistics for both variables are missing for the total EU rates from 2009 and 2008 yet 

we can observe that the Nordic countries appear to have a youth population that to 

greater extents perceive that they suffer from a long-standing illness or health 

problem. There are signs of an increase of the prevalence of such problems in some 

of the Nordic countries although they still do not reach the high rates of up to 30% 

(Sweden) and 40% (Finland) as identified by Halvorsen and Hvinden (2014) for the 

age group 16-29 in 2011. 

The proposition that youth in the Nordics are experiencing a higher level of illness 

or health problems than Europe can be somewhat observed in the given statistics. 

For some countries we might even propose that there is development towards 

worsening health in this regard. But what theories are there further on the causes?  

Well-being, unemployment & inactivity  

In order to draw accurate conclusions one need take into account that effects of 

unemployment could possibly be mediated by the deprivation of economic resources 

and social resource. A common theoretical approach in the field of unemployment 

and well-being is one which assumes both an economic need for employment and a 

psychological need. If either of these needs is unfulfilled they can cause psychological 

distress (Nordenmark & Strandh, 1999, Strandh 2001).  

The deprivation theory on the physiological effects of unemployment, proposed by 

Marie Jahoda and the agency theory of Fryer both recognize that well-being is affected 

by psychological experience and social structures (Haworth, 1997). More precisely 

Jahoda conceptualises five categories of psychological experience that are important 

for human well-being and are also factors of employment: Time-Structure, social 

contact, collective effort/purpose, social identity/status and regular activity. Combined 

with the function of providing economic income, Jahoda emphasize the importance 

of social participation through employment in order to attain a high level of well-

being. Some criticsm of Jahoda’s theories from for example David Fryer argue that 

too much importance is placed on these social structures and that poverty and loss of 

control of the future are the main causes for restricting the personal agency of 

someone who is unemployed (Haworth, 1997).  

The concept of discouraged workers is an effect which economist claim causes some 

unemployed persons to be reluctant of actively searching for employment although 
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wanting work. In social psychology the notion of learned helplessness relates to this 

effect and incorporates lack of self-esteem, fear of rejection and fear of acquiring a 

job according to Bjørnstad (2006) whom conclude that discouragement is a 

consequence of the negative effects of being unemployed particularly long-term 

unemployment. Rather than only focusing on economic incentives, the incorporation 

of emotional effects broaden the notion of discouragement.  

For an overview of the inactivity rates of youth in Europe and the Nordic countries 

there are a more meaningful statistic than merely unemployment rates that includes 

the fact that a large proportion of the young population are in fact unemployed since 

they are attending education and/or training for work. NEET-rates (Neither in 

Employment nor Education and Training) is thus a more informative statistic than 

pure unemployment rates. The source of these statistics is the Eurostat annual 

Labour Force Survey (LFS). As one can observe in the line chart below NEET-rates 

in the age group 15-24 years appear to have been at its highest in the Nordics in 2009 

and have since declined with the exception of Finland where rates have returned to 

a rate of 10% in 2014. The share within the age group in the European Union is 

higher than in the Nordics. 

 

 

 

Source: LFS through Eurostat Database 2015 
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Well-being and new labour market policies 

Welfare policy developments are often categorized into eras in which general trends 

can be said to be prominent. In general, many researchers identify the growth of the 

welfare state starting at the end of World War 2 and up until the 1970s where 

developments took a turn towards retrenchment and downsizing of welfare provision. 

There are some researchers suggesting that a new and third general trend has started 

in the 1990s, one of social investment policy.  (Hemerijck, 2013; Morel, Palier, & 

Palme, 2012) 

The labour market in Europe is today greatly different from the post-war period 

during which the economy was growing steadily making room for greater 

consumption and an encompassing welfare state. There were systems of universal 

social security in a majority of Western Europe’s countries which included policies 

to mitigate social risks. Labour market policies set aims at achieving full employment 

and programmes of income transfers were set up and funded through progressive 

taxation and social contributions (Hemerijck, 2013).  Political involvement in the 

economy was motivated though notions that public sectors had to regulate a capitalist 

economy.  During this period a job predominantly meant an employment 

arrangement of a “Standard” employment, that is: male workforce, full-time, 

indefinite duration, working on-site in the presence of the employer (Fritz & Koch, 

2013), women were not incorporated into the goals of full employment but were 

rather expected to be the caregiver to children and elderly within the family, while 

men were considered the breadwinner group within which full employment was the 

objective (Hemerijck, 2013, p. 123).  In effect this period of continuous growth made 

way for and was boosted by mass-production and –consumption which facilitated an 

ambitious system of welfare that was regulated by nation states. Those states had a 

mandate to regulate the competitive interests of the labour market, trough collective 

rights, taxation etc. within their borders.  Shifts has since occurred both in the 

economy, labour market and employment arrangements each shift connected to the 

others and with them welfare states and policies is in need to change  in response.  

Bob Jessop (1999) conceptualization of capitalism and its governance is a useful tool 

in summarizing the shifts in economic and social policy since WW2. Jessop does this 

through four dimensions that he defines as features of capitalism. These are: 
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1. The means of ensuring conditions for business profitability or the 

general economic policy. 

2. The means of reproducing labour power.   

3. The main scale of where policy decisions are taking place 

4. The level of delivery and implementation of such policies.  

Making use of this conceptualisation Jessop defines the shift in governance during 

the post-war period as a shift from a Keynesian Welfare Nation State (KWNS) to a 

Schumpetarian Workfare Post-national Regime (SWPR).  

The former, firstly defined as “Keynesian” as it made use of Keynesian 

countercyclical demand management and aims of full employment as tools to 

ensuring profitability for capital. Secondly, the “Welfare”-feature denotes how such 

governance managed the reproduction of labour power through the introduction of 

universal social rights and increased earnings so that a greater part of the population 

could consume, thereby also spurring demand and growth. This Fordist growth 

dynamic created national cycles of mass production and mass consumption. Its 

foundations of compromise between workers and businesses as well as the facilitating 

social policies were decided and politically located at national level, illustrated as the 

third feature in the KWNS. Delivery of policy and regulation of the market was finally 

conducted by state institutions, hence the fourth feature. The Fordist accumulation 

era and the Keynesian nation welfare state has since the 1970s gradually made way 

for an alternative Schumpeterian workfare post-national regime. (Jessop, 1999).  By 

then the former model seemed to have failed as growth was stagnating, inflation high 

and unemployment far from the goals of full-employment. The previous co-existence 

of these indicators and welfare provision was questioned and new policy directions 

of neo -liberal & conservatism replaced Keynesian ideals (Hemerijck, 2013). 

Current governance, according to Jessop (1999) is promoting innovation and 

flexibility in the economy by focusing on policies on the supply side rather than 

Keynesian strategies of increasing demand. This focus is part of a larger 

competiveness between economic regions to promote business profitability relative 

to other regions where capital could move.  Policies aimed at creating labour power 

has been altered and universal welfare increasing demand has generally been 

replaced by policies catering to the supply side of businesses, through for example 
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training and moving away from ambitions of full employment in favour of a flexible 

labour market and flexible labour power. Universalism in the typology of the KWNS 

and its emphasis on social rights have as a consequence been modified and the 

typological SWPR governance emphasize obligations in order for citizens to qualify 

for certain social support as denoted by the “Workfare” rather than “Welfare” 

dimension of social policy.  

The political decisions of the third dimension of governance has changed from 

national sovereignty to various transnational, regional & local bodies of governance. 

These changes have come about as such institutions have been formed and facilitated 

through internationalisation and globalisation while policy areas of nation states have 

shifted both upwards and downwards. The final mode of delivery of policies is thus 

no longer only a matter for states themselves but complex arrangements or “regimes” 

where states and other actors (non-profit and private) form partnerships to secure the 

delivery of economic and social policy. 

The fordist accumulation regime has been replaced by a finance-dominated 

accumulation regime according to Stockhammer (2008). Such a regime is based on 

financialization which for example encourages capital mobility and labour flexibility 

and focus on business management – shareholder cooperation rather than the fordist 

dynamic of business management – labour cooperation. It further incorporates 

deregulation of financial markets and uses improved access to credits for households 

as a mean to encourage economic growth. According to Stockhammer (ibid.) this 

have led to moderate growth but a fragile and crisis prone economy. 

Labour market policies seek to ameliorate both the economic strain on the 

unemployed – providing unemployment benefits - and the social participation of the 

unemployed through a range of activation policies. Active Labour market policies 

(ALMP) can be grouped by 4 types of polices: Incentive Reinforcement, Occupation, 

Employment Assistance and Upskilling (Bonoli, 2012). In this division of policies the 

initial one target the economic consequences of employment status as these policies 

handle benefit levels and conditions for tax credits etc. Occupation policies in 

Bonoli’s (Ibid) conceptualisation appear to target the social structure of the 

unemployed as such policies are directed towards creating non-employment training 

programmes and public job creation schemes. Employment Assistance is policies 
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intended to match job-seekers with employers and provide subsidies to employees 

and support/counselling to jobseekers. Finally Upskilling concerns job-related 

vocational training in Bonoli’s typology. 

Non Standard Employment 

As theorized the current labour market is a flexible one and employment 

arrangements have changed more and more towards non-standard employment to 

facilitate this type of economic policy direction.  “Non-standard employment” 

meaning all deviations from the standard employment arrangements during the 

KWNS discussed previously. For example non-standard employment (NSE) 

includes: part-time employment, temporary employment, working “off-site” and self-

employment. In their efforts to be flexible in the face of global competition, 

companies have resorted to a peripheral workforce complementing the core 

workforce. These peripheral workers are contracted under insecure employment 

arrangements and low quality work conditions and companies can therefore adjust 

production and the number employees in a more flexible way (Furåker, 2013). 

Catering for a flexible labour market is thus a question of both decreasing work 

quality and work security. This distinction is related to that of Work and Employment 

where “Work” can be rated in terms of quality meaning for example levels of 

autonomy, motivation and self-fulfilment. “Employment” instead concerns 

employment protection such as permanent/temporary positions and welfare 

entitlements from the job (Koch, 2011). 

If large parts of the labour power is transferred from being part of a core workforce 

of secure and long-term employment to being a part of a peripheral workforce of 

uncertain employment and decreased welfare entitlements we are presented with 

several social issues on the labour market. As NSE is increasing throughout Europe 

(Fritz & Koch, 2013) we should also see effects in terms of social issues such as 

poverty and a decrease in the well-being of the population. This potentially adverse 

consequence for well-being are operationalized by Fritz (2013) through the notion of 

Anomie, denoting the normlessness that follows in society when cultural goals and 

norms (such as security and solidarity) remain while the means to reach those goals 

are altered.  
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As employment is and have always been central to societal participation and 

integration it is theorized by Fritz (ibid) in relation to non-standard employment 

following from flexibilisation. Employment does not only provide income as I have 

discussed previously it appear to fill a social and psychological need. For many it is a 

central point from which identities are formed and predictor of how other aspects in 

life are ordered. Anomie can be applied to all societal changes leading to imbalances 

in relation to previous realities. The theoretical foundations of anomie applied on 

labour market conditions denote an unstable condition which it similar to discussions 

and debate on a precarious work and the “precariat” meaning the labour force which 

are employed under new and insecure employment arrangements. The key issue 

being that these uncertain conditions produces anxieties and exploitation of the work 

force whom to a lower degree can plan their lives and are living with fears of being 

replaced in their work by others. Fritz (2013) makes references to theoretical analysis 

that propose that the consequences for individuals could involve psychological ill-

health in the form of disorientation, mistrust and indifference towards others. 

Weaker or changing former standards is thus linked with economic inequality and 

from exclusion in a process where prevailing cultural goals and norms remain while 

the means of achieving such goals are removed or altered. Anomie is dissected into 

separate domains of change specified as the disintegration, disorganization and 

disorientation within society. Flexibilisation is described as a driving force for ongoing 

global changes of that nature. Although my approach focus on the notion of well-

being it is closely related to these theories of anomie. For example concerns for well-

being developments consider rising inequalities, weakened labour market regulation 

and rising anxieties among the population, all of which are intertwined in Fritz’s (ibid.) 

conceptualization of anomic normlessness in the wake of flexibilisation. 

Temporary employment could entail high levels of uncertainty as one cannot be sure 

to be able to earn a living in the future. Employees under such condition will have a 

difficult time planning household budgets and might have to be ready to move to 

other locations at short notice to find new work. In extreme cases temporary 

employment is offered with very short notice and under competition between several 

employees. This naturally causes stress and anxiety and could very well keep wages 

low.  
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Eurostat statistics from the Labour Force Survey show the rates of temporary 

contracts within the youngest age-group of ages 15-24 over time since 2008. A 

majority of the Nordic countries show rates lower than the EU average but Sweden 

stand out with a consistent rate of about 55%, roughly double the rates of other 

Nordic countries (expect Iceland with rates similar to the EU).  

 

Source: LFS through Eurostat database 2015 

As a part-time employee one is still part of the workplace community in a permanent 

arrangement and therefore the risk of alienation from others is lesser than if one is 

temporary part of a workplace community or self-employed. Even though working 

hours are fewer than in standard employment arrangements, part-time employees 

still benefit from regularity in the amount of work they can expect and is therefore 

able to plan and keep a budget as well as not worry about having to look for work 

elsewhere in the future. Part-time work is therefore less unstable and such employees 

are at lesser risk of poverty than those that does not know the length of their current 

employment. Social protection such as for example unemployment benefits and 

parental policies are also often more adaptable to part-time employment 

arrangements than to the other forms of non-standard employment. As a 

consequence the uncertainties of events such as illnesses and parenthood do not pose 

as big of a challenge for part-time employees since they can rely to a greater extent 

on systems of social protection.  
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The rates of Part-Time employment from Eurostat Labour Force Surveys look as 

follows: 

 

Source: LFS through Eurostat database 2015 

According to the presented theory part-time work is enhancing well-being and does 

not entail adverse effects for the population. From the line chart above one can 

observe that shares of part-time work in the young population of the Nordic countries 

are much higher than the shares for Europe combined. This observation indicate that 

part-time employment could potentially mediate well-being in the Nordics and serve 

as a factor for a better well-being in the Nordics compared to the European Union. 

A final and equally relevant exploration of non-standard employment arrangements 

is at what time of day work is taking place. If standard employment entails day-time 

working hours we might contrast that with working inconvenient shift, evenings and 

nights. How do the rates of these types of employment hours look in our countries 

of interest? Statistics, once again from the Labour Force Survey, give the following 

line chart for the period 2009-2012: 
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Source: LFS through Eurostat database 2015 

Observing this final data of Non-standard employment arrangements give insight that 

youth in the Nordic countries is more prone to working evening hours than the 

combined youth population of the European Union. Our further analysis will look 

closer at this notion and whether such work is related to well-being.  

Having explored various theoretical perspectives of well-being and potential factors 

for levels of well-being and their distribution and developments in the countries of 

interest I have a theoretical framework which will serve as my starting point when 

analysing predictors of well-being in the chapter to come. In will test correlations of 

proposed predictors through bivariate and multivariate methods of analysis. 

As stated my main focus will be directed at the developments and predictors of 

personal well-being and particularly such variables and measurements that can be 

operationalized as physiological and psychological accounts of well-being. The 

primary interest in such aspects of well-being are derived from the discussed potential 

of such feelings and experiences to effect the labour market participation of 

individuals experiencing adverse health. Despite this particular interest I still consider 

the analysis and focus of my approach to be one of broader notions of well-being, as 

subjective measures of satisfaction and happiness are also explored together with 

objective well-being measures and contextual factors such as participation in various 

types of activities. 
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4. Data analysis 

From my research topic and approach I have specified two different research 

questions that I seek to answer. Through a theoretical review and official statistics 

deriving from recurring cross-sectional data I have thus far proposed some probable 

predictors of personal well-being in general and identified to what extent some of 

these predictors are present in Europe and the Nordic countries. In this chapter I 

continue to analyse personal well-being through my stated research questions. 

The first question, exploring whether personal well-being has decreased among youth 

in the Nordics is yet unanswered. The specific focus on well-being among particularly 

the younger population in the Nordics have not been in focus in the majority of 

previous studies that I have found and presented thus far. While Halvorsen & 

Hvinden (2014) have discussed such a possibility their findings are based on differing 

survey questions from only two points in time. The worrying developments that they 

have suggested have not been possible to replicate in the Eurostat data that I have 

presented in previous chapters. As discussed in relation to the concept of well-being 

I have the ambition to demarcate personal well-being and more specifically 

physiological and psychological well-being which will be done by operationalizing 

variables and measures that seek answers to questions of subjective health. In order 

to test the theory that personal well-being among youth in the Nordic countries have 

declined I will make use of the following hypotheses relating to my first research 

question:  

H1 = Subjective personal well-being has decreased since 2002.  

My null hypothesis is therefore:   

H0 = Subjective personal well-being has not decreased since 2002. 

Secondly I will test the theoretical propositions of what predictors there are for well-

being in a population. This analysis seek answers derived from the following research 

question:  

“In what way are labour market activity and standards associated to personal well-

being?” 
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Since outlining the above question my research design have been described as an 

approach with abductive ambitions of both building and testing theory. By reviewing 

theory in the previous chapter I have presented potential predictors of well-being as 

well as presented different dimensions of well-being where I have found and 

presented that my main focus of interest are dimensions of well-being that could 

potentially limited a person’s ability to participate in the labour market. Personal well-

being as denoted by my second research question will therefore be operationalized 

through subjective accounts relating to health - physiological and psychological well-

being. 

In line with the research question variables related to labour market activity such as 

employment, employment types & education will be included in an explorative 

regression analysis. However, as the theoretical chapter have covered several other 

potential predictors of well-being and factors of labour-market flexibilisation, a range 

of additional control variables will be included in the analysis that I have 

operationalized as related to the theoretical propositions. Adding variables to be 

controlled for will help in building theory regarding what factors are associated to 

personal well-being among the population in the Nordics and elsewhere. 

Respondents from all countries and all ages available in the ESS data will be included. 

The second hypothesis to be tested is therefore: 

H2 = Employment, Education & Employments Standards are associated to the 

subjective health/personal well-being of individuals. 

Data source 

In reviewing research and literature on the topic of well-being and socio-

demographics in Europe I have found several references to the European Social 

Survey (ESS) which a have chosen to make use of for my quantitative analysis. This 

recurring cross-national survey has been conducted every 2 years since 2002 and over 

30 countries have participated so far. Each round includes questionnaires consisting 

of questions from the “Core modules” as well as questions from rotating modules 

that change each round. I have made use of the following modules:  
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Table 2 - European Social Survey - Modules, rounds & variables 

Socio-demographics Subjective general health Family, work and well being  

(Rounds 2002, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010 and 2012) (Round 2010) 

Questions on current job 

Felt Cheerful/Calm/active 

Age, Gender, Country 

Main Activity / Employment status 

Household total income 

Feelings about household income 

General health 

Hampered by illness 

The individual variables that I have made use of are presented in frequency tables in 

appendix C. For an overview of all the modules and questions in the different rounds 

of the ESS I suggest a visit to the ESS-website.  

Data collection is conducted through face-to-face interviews that form an hour long 

interview. Where the core modules take up half an hour and the additional modules 

follows and last an additional half hour. The main goals of the European Social 

Survey include:  

Table 3 – Main goals of the European Social Survey 

- to chart stability and change in social structure, conditions and attitudes in Europe and to interpret how 

Europe’s social, political and moral fabric is changing 

- to achieve and spread higher standards of rigour in cross-national research in the social sciences, 

including for example, questionnaire design and pre-testing, sampling, data collection, reduction of bias 

and the reliability of questions 

- to introduce soundly-based indicators of national progress, based on citizens’ perceptions and judgements 

of key aspects of their societies 

- to undertake and facilitate the training of European social researchers in comparative quantitative 

measurement and analysis 

- to improve the visibility and outreach of data on social change among academics, policy makers and the 

wider public 

Source: About ESS, ESS Official Website, accessed 2015-05-21) 

The European Social Survey is a European Research Infrastructure Consortium 

(ERIC) - a specific legal framework within the EU designed to facilitate establishments 

of joint research infrastructures of European interest. The ESS ERIC is governed by 

a general assembly that includes national representatives. The general assembly 

appoints the Director of the ESS and the current Director is Rory Fitzgerald at the 

City University in London, U.K. 
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Sampling and dispersion  

The sampling procedures for countries participating in the European Social Survey 

vary from countries in order to be achievable in different contexts. The sample quality 

is dependent on reliable lists of residents for each country and since such statistics 

are not as accurate in some countries different sampling procedures are allowed. 

However, the ESS sampling strategy specifies the following key principles for 

participating countries. 

Table 4 – European Social Survey sample strategy 

- Samples must be representative of all persons aged 15 and over (no upper age limit) resident within 

private households in each country, regardless of their nationality, citizenship or language 

- Individuals are selected by strict random probability methods at every stage 

- Sampling frames of individuals, households and addresses may be used 

- All countries must aim for a minimum 'effective achieved sample size' of 1,500 or 800 in countries with 

ESS populations of less than 2 million after discounting for design effects 

- Quota sampling is not permitted at any stage 

- Substitution of non-responding households or individuals (whether 'refusals', 'non-contacts' or 

'ineligibles') is not permitted at any stage 

Source: European Social Survey, Methodology (2015). 

 

In regard to response rates, the strategy has a fixed goal of 70% response rates. 

However the actual response rates for each country and round vary roughly between 

50-70%. (European Social Survey, Data and documentation, 2015) 

Due to the different sampling designs in participating countries the samples do not 

have exactly the same chance of selection for certain groups and regions according to 

the ESS data documentation. In order to compensate for the sampling designs used 

the ESS data includes a weight-variable that corrects the chances of selection. Thus 

using the design weights corrects for selection bias in each country. According to ESS 

documentation the design weights are computed as an inverse of the inclusion 

probability and then scaled so that their sum equals the net sample size. 

There are further more robust post-stratification weights that do not only correct for 

sampling designs but also sampling errors (related to attempting to measure only a 

fraction of the population) and non-response errors (which could lead to over- or 

under-representation of people with certain characteristics). The Post-stratification 

weights make use of information on age-group, gender, education and region and are 

obtained by adjusting the previously presented Design weights in a way that will 
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replicate the distribution in the population of the added information. The population 

distribution for the post-stratification adjusting variable/weight has been obtained 

from the European Union Labour Force Survey (LFS) according to the ESS data 

documentation.  

A final weighting variable is used when examining data for two or more countries 

combined. The population size weights are the same for all persons within a country 

but differ across countries. These weights are used to correct for the fact that most 

countries taking part in the ESS have different population sizes but similar sample 

sizes. Without this weight, any figures combining data from two or more countries 

might be biased, over-representing smaller countries at the expense of larger ones. 

The population size weight makes an adjustment to ensure that each country is 

represented in proportion to its population size. 

In my analysis I have therefore applied the Post-stratification weights when 

conducting analysis of countries separately and for analysis where countries are 

combined I make use of a weight variable where Post-stratification weights and 

Population size weights are combined according to recommendations in ESS 

documentation.  

Reliability and validity  

The randomness and structure applied in the European Social Survey sampling 

strategy contribute to the overall reliability of the data together with the large sample 

size when making use of data from all participating countries. A high reliability in 

quantitative statistical approaches involves an absence of random errors which 

indicate that a similar approach making use of the same methods and distributed in 

the same manner would produce similar results and responses (Djurfeldt, 2003). The 

thorough descriptions of the methodology and data documentation provided by the 

ESS through its website and the academically anchored guidelines for participators 

(and their national reports following participation) serve as a good indicator that 

replicability is achievable. Finally the use of data weighting strengthens the 

replicability as it corrects for some of the sampling errors that could affect reliability. 

High validity indicates an absence of systematic errors where reliability indicates the 

absence of random errors. In terms of validity a replicable and reliable data source 

might lead to incorrect interpretations of the data if the questions used and responses 
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given does not actually mirror what the researcher is hoping to find answers to. This 

might be related to insufficiently specified questions and misunderstandings or the 

nature of data collection. Validity concerns the relevance of concepts and theories 

that are applied to the questions and answers in the data collection and the way that 

they are related by the researchers (Djurfeldt, 2003). In the ESS; questionnaires are 

pretested and examined whenever changes are introduced and although they are 

originally constructed in English; adequate translations are made through the help of 

national teams and further pretesting methodology. This helps in assessing a greater 

validity in the data collection phase and so does making use of face-to-face interviews 

rather than for example postal surveys since respondents might for example ask the 

interviewer for guidance if questions are unclear. However, my own 

operationalization of the responses and questions in the ESS data is equally important 

in order to ensure that the results of my analysis are valid and measure what I intend 

to measure. 

Operationalization  

Data have been analysed through the SPSS computer software for windows. Guided 

by the very useful book and accurately titled as a “Survival guide” authored by Julie 

Pallant (2007). 

For analytic operations involving comparisons between Nordic countries and other 

ESS participating countries I grouped the available Nordic countries into a new 

variable. However, Iceland did not participate in a majority of the ESS rounds and 

therefore the Nordic group in my analysis only includes Denmark, Finland, Sweden 

and Norway. 

Several variables in the European Social Survey could be used directly in regression 

as they can be defined as ratios or scales which is a perquisite for use in multiple 

regression analysis. Others however are categorical variables which needed to be 

recoded into dichotomous variables thereby qualifying as ratios. For an overview of 

the original variables that I have made use of in my analysis readers can find univariate 

dispersion and descriptive tables in appendix C. 

Additionally, in order to acquire a robust measure of subjective personal well-being 

denoting health (physiological and psychological well-being) I chose to combine 

several related measure for that concept.  
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Creating a Health Index 

In order to demarcate the dimensions of well-being that incorporate subjective and 

personal accounts of well-being and aspects of well-being that potentially could 

exclude respondents from labour market participation and other activities that they 

perceive as valuable I have chosen to apply a more narrow focus than the broad 

concept of well-being. This will be done by selecting variables that I operationalize as 

measures of psychological and physiological well-being - in short denoted as “health”. 

Health is a phenomenon that is difficult to measure with a single question. A single 

question could measure other aspects that one is not interested in. One way to deal 

with this issue is to create a combined measure/index out of a number of questions 

that measure different aspects of the phenomena. In doing so characteristics of 

individual questions are averaged out which can produce a truer picture of - in this 

case - the phenomena of health. I therefore chose to create a combined index out of 

variables that I operationalize as valid in this conceptualization of health and personal 

well-being. They are further evaluative and subjective measure that portray the 

individual experiences of respondents. Additionally, by creating an index I can 

produce a continuous variable from variables that initially were categorical that may 

be used together with the existing continuous variables measuring well-being.  

In the ESS Round 5 data I already have such continuous variables through the 

variables Life Satisfaction & Work Satisfaction. They are measures of other 

dimensions of well-being that do not entail the phenomena of health and will 

therefore not be meaningful to use as dependent variables in my analysis. I will 

however be including them as independent variables and explore their association to 

subjective health.  

There is currently no continuous variable measuring health. Such a variable would 

help us explore predictors for physiological and psychological well-being (“health”). 

In the ESS Data I have identified the following questions/variables that I 

operationalize as measures of different aspects relating to health (operationalized as 

physiological and psychological well-being):  
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Table 5 - Variables included in the Health Index: 

Variable Range 

HEALTH  - Subjective General Health 1 (Very good) + to 5 (Very Bad) - 

HLTHHMP - Hampered in Activities 1 (Yes a lot) - to 3 (No) + 

GDSPRT   - Have felt cheerful and in good spirits last 2 weeks 1 (All of the time) + to 6 (At no time) - 

CLMRLX  - Have felt calm and relaxed last 2 weeks 1 (All of the time) + to 6 (At no time) - 

ACTVGRS - Have felt active and vigorous last 2 weeks 1 (All of the time) + to 6 (At no time) - 

 

These variables measure different aspects of well-being as they incorporate both 

physiological health & psychological health, whether feelings are actually hampering 

activity and additionally an overall estimate of overall health. They are all subjective 

and evaluative measures. I consider the first variable “health” as an overall evaluative 

measure that can incorporate all aspects of health that the respondents consider 

meaningful and valuable. My focus of interest, the psychological and physiological 

aspects of health, are operationalized in the index by the next set of questions. 

“Hlhthmp” considers whether health is actually preventing the respondent from 

participating in activates that they would want to. The following three measures are 

operationalized in the index as they are perceived by myself as psychological 

states/conditions where I would interpret the measure of being calm and relaxed 

additionally as a measure of stress and anxiety. The measure of being cheerful and in 

good spirit would through a similar operationalization also be a measure of 

depression at one end of the range of available responses. Finally, the opposite end 

of the measure of feeling active and vigorous could be considered to be related to 

adverse physiological health. Constructing the Health index was done through the 

following process where the variables were: 

1. Controlled for errors and outliers 

2. Reversed (if necessary) - in order to have higher scores measuring better 

health. 

3. Normalized – Giving them equal weight in the index.  

4. Added together in the composite variable Health Index. 

(See appendix B for a detailed description of the process and each step.) 

A potential respondent with the highest possible health index score would therefore 

denote that he/she perceive that their overall health is very good, have no activity 

restrictions and have experienced no adverse psychological feelings or physiological 

restrictions during the last 2 weeks. 
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Converting independent variables for analysis   

Regression requires that each variable has the characteristics of at least an interval 

meaning that it needs to have at intrinsic ranking among its values so that measures 

are ordered and within equal distances. For the regression models that I have applied 

I have therefore created dichotomous variables out of those nominal variables that I 

have wanted to explore as predictors of the scores in the Health Index. By converting 

each of the nominal variables into one or more variables with only two levels of which 

one level has the value “0” and the other level the value “1”. For example I recoded 

the variable “Gender” into a dichotomous variable where (“Man” = “0” and 

“Woman” = “1”). In that way it fit the requirements for a ratio variable since it denotes 

“the amount of woman (100%) rather than man (0%)” 

A more detailed description of recoded variables for this purpose and through this 

method see appendix B. 

Results and Analysis 

Within the European social survey data I have made use of variables that are of both 

categorical and numerical (nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio). Analysis applied 

included bivariate comparisons of group means through Analysis of Variances 

(ANOVA) and conducting multiple regression analysis (MRA) and testing statistical 

significance. An overview of the results from these bivariate and multivariate 

operations will be presented below while the complete procedures and produced 

figures and charts can be found in appendix A.  For univariate analysis of individual 

variables included in the bivariate and multivariate analysis the reader may consult 

appendix C. 

Bivariate Analysis – longitudinal changes 

I have already summarized and presented developments of well-being in the Nordic 

countries in the previous chapter through statistics from Eurostat. I find it relevant 

and meaningful for my approach to also observe and present the developments in 

the survey samples of the European Social Survey.  

Respondents in the European Social Survey were asked about their health. By 

selecting only respondents of the age-range 15-25 I compared the mean values of 

each ESS round in order to observe if there were significant changes in well-being. In 

initial preliminary bivariate analysis in line with the following comparisons of group 
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means I selected only youth (age group 15-25) in the Nordic countries. However as 

results were largely non-significant for all cases and comparisons I concluded that no 

changes in well-being had occurred in these restricted samples of the ESS 

respondents. In order to test whether personal well-being had changed at least in 

among youth in all participating countries cases were only selected on the basis of age 

for the following final bivariate analysis. 

Subjective General health has not changed between ESS Rounds in age-group 15-25 

The first question for this analysis labelled subjective general health (variable name: 

“health”) and derived from the following question posed to respondents during all 

rounds:  

How is your health in general? Would you say it is ...  

 Values=Labels: 1=”Very good” 2= “Good” 3= “Fair” 4= “Bad” 5=”Very bad” 

Lower scores therefore represent better health 

Mean values of subjective general health for each ESS survey round were analysed 

through ANOVA and post-hoc test Games-Howell. Results showed very small 

differences of mean between the ESS rounds. Thus within the ESS data, one can not 

conclude that overall health differ significantly between the ESS sample groups of 

different rounds. Differences were shown to be insignificant between several rounds. 

(See appendix A for detailed interpretation and figures). 

Disability has not changed between ESS Rounds in age group 15-25 

Another variable for the analysis of health/well-being exist in the ESS data labelled 

Hampered in activities (variable name: “hlthhmp”) and derive from the following 

question posed to respondents during all rounds (however with an addition after 

round 1):  

Are you hampered in your daily activities in any way by any longstanding illness, or disability, 

infirmity or mental health problem? - If yes, is that a lot or to some extent?  (Last addition to 

question added after Round 1) 

Values=Labels:  1=”Yes a lot” 2= “Yes to some extent” 3= “No” 

Higher score equals better health 

Mean values of Hampered in activities for each ESS survey round were analysed 

through ANOVA and post-hoc test Games-Howell. Results showed very small 
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differences of mean between the ESS rounds. Thus within the ESS data, we could 

not conclude that disability has changed over time (or rather between the different 

sample groups for each ESS round). Differences were shown to be insignificant 

between several rounds (For detailed interpretation and figures see appendix A). 

Feelings about household income changed for the worse up until 2008 in age group 

15-25 

As previous theoretical discussions have suggested that income is a factor for varying 

well-being I chose to analyse the developments of subjective feelings of household 

income through the variable labelled Feelings about household income (variable 

name: hincfel) acquired in the ESS by asking the following question: 

Which of the descriptions on this card comes closest to how you feel about your household's 

income nowadays? 

Values=Labels: 1=” Living comfortably on present income” 2= “Coping on present income” 3= 

“Difficult on present income” 4= “Very difficult on present income”. 

Higher score equals worse subjective income 

Again, using an ANOVA with post-hoc test Games-Howell, the analysis of ESS round 

group means was applied. This time focusing on feelings of household income. 

Results showed some differences of mean between the ESS rounds. Thus within the 

ESS data, one could observe that mean values were rising from 2002 (mean 1.88) up 

until 2008 (2.19) while decreasing again in 2010 (2.10) and 2012 (2.09). A significant 

relationship between ESS Round groups and Feelings of household income was 

found (Brown-Forsythe F = 105.40, p < .001). Post-hoc tests (Games-Howell) 

revealed that differences between the survey round groups were significant for several 

groups. Particularly differences in mean values of 2002 and 2008 were significant to 

all other groups (p < .001) see appendix A for more details. 

Multivariate Analysis – Predictors for differences in Health Index scores 

After preparations of creating a Health composite measure/index and recoding 

nominal variables (both procedures discussed above and detailed in appendix B) that 

are of interest in theorizing predictors a Multiple Regression analysis was conducted. 

Multiple regression was used to assess the ability of 38 control measures where one 

(Unemployment) was excluded due to showing no correlation to predict Health 

(Health Index scores).  
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Among the variables included were firstly measurements of labour market activity 

(being in employment, unemployed or in education). Secondly several variables 

related to employment standards were incorporated in the regression model, such as 

having a limited work contract, working part-time and being self-employed. These 

are factors that relate to the theoretical discussion in previous chapters of this thesis. 

Additionally I incorporated many more variables to serve as control measures in the 

model. Some control measures were included with the aim of observing more 

specific perceived qualities of the employment held by respondents. By doing so I 

hoped that the associations from the regression model would produce a more 

meaningful picture of the different predictive powers associated to activity restricting 

well-being (health). As more variables with different levels of specificity are included 

in a regression model the predictive power of each predictor is controlled more 

thoroughly. An identified predictive power of say, having a limited contract on 

perceived health could derive from the wage income, notions of insecurity, being 

called in at short notice and so on. Having included variables measuring these specific 

factors the isolated effect of having a limited contract will be controlling for such 

additional factors too. Thereby producing a better picture of the extent that the type 

of contract is the predictor or if it is rather other mechanism following from it, that 

are associated to levels of subjective health. Among these more specific variables of 

employment standards are for example variables measuring quality of work in terms 

of difficulty of tasks, levels of supervision and work-life balance. There are 

additionally some variables associated to the level of influence that employees and 

unions have on the work conditions as changes of such influence have been coupled 

with the flexibilisation of labour in my theoretical discussion. 

Finally another range of control variables are present in the model in order to control 

for different individual factors that could mediate the activity restricting dimensions 

of well-being that I am focusing on in my Health index. In this group of control 

measures I choose to include socio-demographic measures of age, country of 

residence, gender, household income as this would allow me to hold their effects on 

health/well-being constant while looking at the effects of the various effects of labour 

market standards and activity. It would also allow me to identify potential differences 

between gender and countries which will be useful in my analysis. Finally, the 

subjective measures of well-being available in the ESS data – focusing on other 

notions of well-being than my health index – were incorporated in the model. These 
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are broader measures of well-being, focusing on other dimensions than feelings of 

subjective health. They denote overall happiness, life satisfaction and work 

satisfaction and their associations to my well-being measure of psychological and 

physiological well-being (“Health”) will be meaningful to include in the analysis. 

Preliminary analyses were conducted to ensure no violation of the assumptions of 

normality, linearity, multicollinearity and homoscedasticity. 

The total variance explained by the model as a whole was 43% (F (37, 9598) = 195.74, 

p < .001, R
2

= .430).  

Out of the control measure that were significantly contributing to the model; 

happiness (Beta = .229, p < .001) and Life satisfaction (Beta = .160, p < .001) were 

the biggest positive predictors of Health Index scores. These broad subjective 

measures of well-being outline individual factors that appear to be associated to the 

constructed health index. They were followed (in order of predictive power) by 

contextual factors such as being in Employment (Beta = .103, p < .001) and Education 

(Beta = .097, p < .001). The next positive predictors for health index scores were 

Satisfaction with work-life balance (Beta = .093, p < .001) and Household total net 

income (Beta = .039, p < .001). The other significant and positive factors for health 

(In order of predictive power) were: Work satisfaction (Beta = .036, p < .001), Hours 

worked per week (Beta = .033, p < .01), Self-Employed (Beta = .029, p < .01), Variety 

in work (Beta = .029, p < .01), Support from Co-workers (Beta = .029, p < .001), 

Wage dependent on effort (Beta = .023, p < .01), Boss’s knowledge of effort in work 

(Beta = .018, p < .01) & Chances of getting similar/better job (Beta = .016, p < .001). 

Focusing on some non-standard employment factors one can observe that an increase 

in amount of hours worked per week predicted health scores in a positive direction 

and that being self-employed also showed a positive variance in health scores. It also 

appear as if having more variety in work and relation between recognition of one’s 

effort at work through wages and/or an intermediate boss is related to our well-being 

measure. 

The greatest negative predictors of scores in our health index were: Age (Beta = -

.219, p < .001) which was quite expected as declining health is naturally related to 

ageing. An inclusion of age in the model, however meant that the variable is held 
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constant for all other predictors, enabling us to see their predictive power on 

subjective health when controlling for age. 

Being too tired after work to enjoy other things was the second largest negative 

predictor (Beta = -.128, p < .001). Which could possibly be due to that respondents 

suffering from adverse health could be feeling more tired at/after work. Worrying 

about work outside of work showed similar negative predictive power in relation to 

health. Other interesting correlations were that being female (as our dichotomous 

Gender variable denote) was shown to be a negative predictor (Beta = -.046) for 

health index scores. Working part-time (operationalized in my dichotomous variable 

as less than 30 hrs per week) showed a negative correlation (Beta = -.029, p < .05) to 

subjective health index scores. This overlap with the previously mentioned variable 

controlling for number of hours worked and how an increase in hours showed an 

increase in health scores. Again this could possibly be due to reverse causality, i.e. 

that working fewer hours is caused by a lower degree of well-being and not the other 

way around.  

11 control measures were non-significant in the model. Out of these we can note that 

among them are the control measure that I have previously theorized as potential 

contributors of lower well-being. Neither job-security (p > .05), working overtime (p 

> .05) nor having a limited contract (p > .05) appear to explain any variance in our 

health index to a significant degree. For a full presentation of the multiple regression 

procedure see appendix A. 

Summary & Discussion 

Returning to the research questions and the hypotheses following from them, I have 

made use of bivariate analysis to conclude that personal well-being (operationalized 

through subjective general health and being hampered in activities) have not changed 

significantly among youth between ESS Rounds (2002, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010 & 

2012) neither while isolating changes in the Nordics nor when analysing all countries 

combined. Although the changes in mean differences (in all countries combined) are 

statistically significant between some rounds/years the actual changes in mean values 

are very small even in those cases and considering the sample size and the 

operationalization of what answers they denote one would expect larger mean 

changes in order to propose that changes have taken place. Therefor our null 
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hypothesis is confirmed, stating that subjective personal well-being has not decreased 

since 2002. 

Among the bivariate comparisons of means I have also explored the development of 

ESS respondent’s feelings about their household income. In this analysis I have 

concluded that such feelings have declined between 2002 and 2008 while 

improvements can be seen thereafter. We can theorize that this suggest that actual 

income have declined although the variable only denote subjective feelings about 

income and does not necessarily incorporate such an answer. Significant changes in 

this variable could not be identified while isolating youth in only the Nordic countries. 

In the regression analysis of multiple variables and their role in predicting personal 

well-being (health) I included 38 control measures/variables out of which being 

unemployed showed no correlation and a group of 11 variables showed non-

significant correlations. Notably several variables denoting non-standard employment 

showed no significant predictive ability in our health index. These were measures 

denoting working evenings/nights/weekends, having a secure job and a being 

employed through a limited contract.  

The control measure of being from a Nordic country did appear to be a significant 

predictor of Health Index scores, which could suggest that existing health differences 

between Nordic countries and EU (that we have seen in Eurostat statistics) are 

explained by the other significant measures in the regression model. 

Interpreting the analysis we can observe that the most positively important contextual 

factors in predicting the personal well-being among ESS-respondents were 

employment, education, work-life balance and household income (besides individual 

factors of other subjective well-being measures such as happiness and life satisfaction). 

The most important negative contextual factors for personal well-being (besides age) 

were feelings of tiredness after work affecting ability to do other things, worrying about 

work and a lack of advancement opportunities at work. Working part-time (less than 

30hrs/week) was shown to be associated to lower well-being. 

The multiple regression model aim to answer my research question of associations 

to personal well-being operationalized through the health index. It can therefore not 

“explain” causes for well-being as such. That is a matter for theoretical propositions 
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which of course can be guided be this predictive model of health. The stated 

hypothesis leading up to the model was: 

Employment, Education & Employments Standards are associated to the subjective 

health/personal well-being of individuals. 

My regression model is able to predict 43% of the variation in subjective personal 

well-being (as operationalized in the “health index”). Being in employment, being in 

education as well as several forms of non-standard employment arrangements have 

been validated as predictors of health. Out of the theorized non-standard 

employments the model show that self-employment, part-time work, work-life 

balance and the variety in work all mediate the well-being among youth to a significant 

degree. Temporary contracts and job security however do not. The included control 

variable measuring county of residence (Nordic country or not) does not appear to 

be associated to differing levels of health which I interpret as an indicator that the 

model incorporates other significant factors that explain differences between the 

Nordics and other countries concerning subjective personal well-being.  

In this thesis I have set out to firstly explore whether well-being has changed among 

youth in the Nordic countries and secondly to explore how a new type of labour 

market and employment arrangements are associated to well-being and the activities 

of youth. The approach have been motivated by a suggestion from previous studies 

that the well-being of the youth population in the Nordics have deteriorated - a notion 

that seemed worrying and important to investigate further in order to gain knowledge 

on what could be causing such changes. 

Through an abductive research approach I have made use of both deductive theory 

testing and inductive theory building by making use of both existing research & 

theoretical propositions regarding well-being and my own empirical analysis from 

cross-sectional survey data. 

Multiple perspectives of theory and available data, individual and aggregate, on the 

research topic have allowed me to build on existing theory in order to derive probable 

answers to my research questions. 

For both of these questions an initial conceptualization of well-being has been 

necessary where I have discussed different dimensions of well-being and 

measurements of the concept. This presentation denoted overall concepts of well-
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being such as happiness and satisfaction while narrowing my approach into one where 

the personal and subjective dimensions of well-being where central and where a 

composite measurement of well-being as Health was operationalized. Other objective 

measurements were discussed and their relation to subjective well-being theorized. 

In this process I have denoted my subjective measurements of well-being/health as 

states while objective measurements is denoted as processes to achieve a higher state 

of well-being. Objective measures of well-being have been operationalized as 

processes from which a certain state of well-being can be achieved and as contextual 

factors that affect individual well-being - the “state” of being well. 

Theories and previous studies regarding well-being, its developments and causes have 

been presented where only a few have focused on the well-being of youth specifically. 

My study could therefore broaden the knowledge of well-being among youth. 

 

Has personal well-being decreased among youth in the Nordics? 

Even though some studies that have served as my starting point for this thesis suggest 

that rates of disability and disability benefits are increasing in the Nordics I have not 

been able to find conclusive developments of that nature. Some aggregate statistics 

from official statistical offices and Eurostat show slight increases in rates of youth 

experiencing adverse health. They are however not verified by similar questions in 

the European Social Survey. Subjective Health does not appear to have declined 

among youth in Europe combined either. 

Why do we get such different results from the Labour Force Survey of 2002 and 

2011? A possible answer could be the leading nature of the question posed in the 

LFS of 2011 where respondents were asked which longstanding illness they had. This 

could be one reason for an increase in the rates of respondents stating that they 

actually suffered from such a longstanding activity difficulty. 

The observed higher rates from Eurostat of individuals perceiving adverse subjective 

health in the Nordics could be mediated by higher rates at the other end of the scale. 

I.e. a more polarized population in the distribution of such measurements. If this is 

the case then we are observing a development where the most marginalised are 

becoming more marginalised rather than a development where the overall well-being 

is deteriorating. 
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Theoretical propositions used in this thesis have assumed that the flexibilisation of 

the labour market is causing adverse effects for equality and well-being. However few 

of them have been based on studies of youth specifically. Possibly youth are not as 

affected by the labour market developments as the older population. The assumption 

of work and social participation as a cornerstone in societal cohesion is based on 

former standards being replaced while prevailing norms remain thus causing a 

normless state in society through disorientation, disorganization and disintegration. 

This is assumed to present issues similar to my focus of adverse well-being in in light 

of changes in the composition of work. The lack of such effects in the youth 

population might imply that those norms are not prevailing among youth. The notion 

of secure and standard employment might have been the norm for the older 

population while it is not a notion that youth have become accustomed to.  These 

differing norms for youth in the labour market can be due to both that youth have 

often forced to settle with less employment security, income, and solidarity in their 

initial years as part of the economically active population. Youth in the labour market 

today might never have experienced the standard employments that older people 

appear to use as a reference point when affected by the adverse conditions of non-

standard employment. This might explain why my specific focus on the 

developments for youth show only small signs that could suggest that youth are not 

experiencing worse well-being or health.  

The causal relations between labour market status and well-being is additionally a 

very complex chain to map and from which to isolate predictors. As we have seen 

there are differences of well-being in within the Nordics as well as compared to the 

EU. The rates of different employment relations as well as NEET rates are also 

varying from country to country. If these predictors are mediating well-being they are 

doing so in a context where all other predictors are at work at the same time. For 

instance, the low NEET rates in the Nordics (compared to Europe) could affect well-

being while part-time work and temporary work simultaneously is affecting the well-

being in the Nordics. Consequently the new emerging forms of employment and the 

flexibilisation could very well produce adverse effects for well-being although we 

might not be able to observe these associations in the whole context of the Nordic or 

European population. 
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In order to get some insight into the potential effects for well-being from the changing 

opportunities and standards in a population we have the next part of my analysis at 

our disposal 

How are labour market activity and standards associated to well-being?  

My exploration of theoretical perspectives of well-being assisted me in building theory 

for empirical testing in the cross-sectional survey data of the ESS. It suggested that 

circumstances such as employment and income would predict greater well-being and 

that individual capability - having the freedom - to achieve valuable states through 

intentional activities would also be related to a higher well-being. 

In the light of the suggested negative and positive causes of well-being from my 

theoretical review such theorized predictors were included in an analysis of their 

predictive power of well-being. By applying multiple regression analysis the variance 

of scores within a constructed composite health index were tested. The index was 

constructed from individual factors of well-being, deriving from subjective evaluations 

and feelings of the respondents. Contextual factors such as income, country of 

residence and the main activities of respondents such as being in education or 

employment were tested as well as new rising forms of altered standards of 

employment such as part-time, temporary work and variables related to employment 

security and working hours. Employment had been theorized as serving both a source 

for economic and social need. Economic as it facilitates income and social as it offers 

time-structure, social contact, purpose and identity. Being in employment or 

education was verified in my empirical findings as important contextual factors for 

higher individual well-being and health. The differing forms of employment did on 

the other hand show some results that were differing to initial theory and somewhat 

perplexing. Temporary employment operationalized as having a limited contract or 

perceiving unsecure employment did not show any significant association to personal 

well-being, although theorized as a potential cause for psychological anxiety and 

precariousness. More hours worked per week showed higher health scores and 

working less than 30 hours per week was found to be associated to lower health 

scores. At first sight this, again, verifies that work is important for well-being, but does 

it suggest that part-time work is not associated to greater well-being as theorized? My 

interpretation is that the missing association might be due both to a lack in my 

operationalization as what I am actually measuring is the health of all those working 
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within a range of 1-30 hours per week. Since employment is regarded as providing 

both economic and social needs there would be a threshold where marginal well-

being from working more hours would no longer increase. If part-time work is 

associated to better well-being I would need to operationalize a range of working 

hours derived from this threshold to be able to correctly analysis the association. 

In the next chapter I will theorize my propositions in a final conclusion and reflect 

on the used methodology. 

 

5. Conclusion 

One of the most interesting proposition derived from my analysis have been that 

having limited employment contracts did not significantly appear to be associated to 

well-being despite theoretical notions of the opposite. A significant change in well-

being did not appear even when specifically controlling health index scores for job-

security in a separate variable. A probable explanation derived from the theoretical 

perspective on temporary employment could be that adverse effects of employment 

insecurity are derived from the risk of loss of income. Since income is already 

controlled for in our model that aspect might be isolated from the variables regarding 

employment security. Income insurance and benefit schemes could also serve as 

mediators for the perceived risk and thus the effect on subjective well-being. 

A relationship to the well-being developments among youth might also exist and help 

build theory on the effects of non-standard employment. One could propose that 

non-standard employment is not causing adverse effects in a population that have not 

experienced previous “standard” employment to the same degree. If the employment 

arrangements facilitating the flexibilisation of the labour market have become the new 

standard then the population might have come to terms with such working conditions 

as the previous culturally determined goals of full-time work and life-long 

employment could have been altered and eroded into new norms of how 

employment is organised. Previously theorized as a reason that youth might not 

experience lower well-being despite a changing labour market, the same can be true 

in the broader scope of the population if non-standard employment and 

flexibilisation have been incorporated into norm over time. 
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Given that sufficient income is secured the prospect of employment as a mean for 

social participation, trust and solidarity could have been eroded along with the former 

employment standard. Perhaps we are seeing the beginning of a shift where the 

importance of work-life balance and what individuals have the resources to do outside 

of work are rising as a factor for shaping our identities and societies to a greater extent. 

Several control measures for health were related to the balance between work and 

life outside of work. These variables all showed that the notion of work spilling over 

on other activities in life were adverse for well-being. Suggesting that the contextual 

factors of income and work might be secondary priorities that primarily facilitate the 

capabilities of individuals to focus on other dimensions and achievements in life 

which they see as valuable. Verifying another theme in the research and theory of 

well-being, that having capability to pursuit intentional activities is a major factor in 

explaining overall well-being.  

Fears that the flexibilisation of the labour market would entail an exploitation of the 

population – cleverly captured in the term flexploitaion – appear to be unjustified. At 

least through the lens of my research approach. It is plausible that the broad approach 

in this thesis, with focus directed to the whole population does not shed sufficient 

light on marginalised groups in order to identify such adverse effects. The majority 

of the population (in all age-groups) have security through different social protections 

from risks such as poverty and exclusion. Those that do not enjoy such protection 

are the ones that could be suffering from being exploited by the flexibilisation of the 

labour market.  

 

Methodological Reflections & Limitations 

The sheer size and scope of the data available from the European Social Survey is 

overwhelming and extremely inspiring for further research. In this approach I have 

been restricted by my basic knowledge of quantitative analysis while realizing other 

meaningful potential approaches along the way. There are many additional variables 

that could predict well-being but applying them and using other models of analysis 

will have to be a future task, as have tried to narrow statistical operations in line with 

my initial research aim.  
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Despite the size of the ESS data samples one get a smaller sample the more one seek 

to narrow the cases for analysis. In order to look closer at the Nordic countries and 

the respondents of a certain age group we are left with far fewer cases to analyse than 

the initial sample sizes in the data. This has of course affected how specifically I have 

been able to analyse my research question. As an example when focusing on youth 

between 15-25 years of age in the Nordic countries in the ESS dataset from 2010 we 

are left with about 350 respondents in contrast to the initial 2000 Nordic respondents 

of that round. Further looking at the rates of for example part-time employment 

within such a sample and conducting bivariate analysis of correlations with yet another 

variable would have not given any meaningful results. In this regard the regression 

model of analysis benefit from being able to incorporate all measurements of interest 

and relating them to a single well-being measure. 

Achieving answers of what is predicting variance in health and to what degree is a very 

useful and interesting tool for research. However the uncertainties following from 

these initial answers produces additional questions of why and how these predictors 

are determining (or being determined by) health. The predictive ability of regression 

analysis, is unfortunately difficult to derive any certain causal propositions out of. 

Correlation as used in regression analysis does not imply causation as it is equally true 

according to correlation measure that the predictive powers of independent variables 

can be theorized by the dependent variable Health causing changes in these other 

variables and not the other way around.  A certain causal model of analysis would 

have been welcome to state what is causing well-being. However any approach with a 

pursuit of “true” scientific knowledge will be faced with this issue of certainty. 

Suggested further research 

The propositions in this thesis would be interesting to base future research on. 

Although the quantitative approach have provided findings of correlations between 

well-being and factors of a changing labour market the focus on how the flexibilisation 

is affecting the well-being of a population need further attention, particularly 

concerning the younger age-group entering the market and other already 

marginalised groups.  

A more focused quantitative approach of larger samples from the youth groups of 

different countries would enable a more accurate analysis of mediators of well-being 

and health. Given the requirements of reliable and valid data the methodology of 
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designing such a separate survey for this purpose would require resources not 

available to me in this approach.  Accessing individual data, rather than aggregate 

data, from Nordic national statistical offices would enable a more detailed source of 

data for further analysing the developments of well-being and employment status 

among youth.  

A more focused qualitative approach would similarly be able to explore how different 

activities in the labour market is perceived by the young population, and in such a 

research design it would be meaningful to include different forms of Active Labour 

Market Policy schemes in order to more clearly separate them. Thereby seeking to 

answer both how these different measures are affecting success in finding 

employment, but primarily how those measures are mediating well-being. Are they 

enhancing anxieties in the population as a mean of pushing individuals towards a 

greater need for employment or are they providing meaningful and positive well-

being for the population currently excluded from employment. For example, in the 

approach undertaken here, the possibility of distinguishing regular education and 

participation in such education that constituted training through labour market 

policies were absent. 
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APPENDIX A – Data analysis 

Subjective General health has not changed significantly between ESS Rounds 

Because a Levene’s test of homogeneity of variance turned out significant (p < .001) more 

robust tests for equality of means were applied. A significant relationship between ESS Round 

groups and Subjective general health was found (Brown-Forsythe F = 26.17, p < .001). Post-hoc 

tests (Games-Howell) revealed that the survey round group for 2002 differed significantly from 

all other rounds (p < .05), the survey group of 2004 differed non-significantly from 2010 while 

differences from other survey groups were significant (p < .05). The 2006-group mean values 

differed non-significantly from 2008 & 2012 and significantly from other groups (p < .001). The 

group of 2008 further differed non-significantly from 2012. All other differences were 

significant ( p < -.05). 

  

 

SPSS SYNTAX: 

MEANS TABLES=health BY essround 

  /CELLS=MEAN COUNT STDDEV. 

ONEWAY health BY essround 

  /STATISTICS HOMOGENEITY BROWNFORSYTHE  

  /PLOT MEANS 

  /MISSING ANALYSIS 

  /POSTHOC=GH ALPHA(0.05).  

  



 

 

  



 

Disability has not changed significantly between ESS Rounds 

Because a Levene’s test of homogeneity of variance turned out significant (p < .001) more 

robust tests for equality of means were applied. A significant relationship between ESS Round 

groups and being Hampered in activities was found (Brown-Forsythe F = 7.04, p < .001). Post-

hoc tests (Games-Howell) revealed that differences between the survey round groups were very 

small and between many groups non-significant. 

 

SPSS SYNTAX 

MEANS TABLES=hlthhmp BY essround 

  /CELLS=MEAN COUNT STDDEV. 

ONEWAY hlthhmp BY essround 

  /STATISTICS HOMOGENEITY BROWNFORSYTHE  

  /PLOT MEANS 

  /MISSING ANALYSIS 

  /POSTHOC=GH ALPHA(0.05). 

 



 

 

 

  



 

Feelings about household income changed for the worse up until 2008 in age group 15-25 

Because a Levene’s test of homogeneity of variance turned out significant (p < .001) more 

robust tests for equality of means were applied. A significant relationship between ESS Round 

groups and Subjective general health was found (Brown-Forsythe F = 7,04, p < .001). Post-hoc 

tests (Games-Howell) revealed that differences between the survey round group of 2002 and all 

other groups was significant (p < .001). So was differences of the group from 2008 between all 

other groups (p < .001). Differences between 2004 and 2006 was also significant (p < .05). 

Finally differences in mean between 2006 and 2012 were also significant (p < .05). All other 

differences were non-significant (p > .05). 

 

SPSS SYNTAX 

MEANS TABLES=hincfel BY essround 

  /CELLS=MEAN COUNT STDDEV. 

ONEWAY hincfel BY essround 

  /STATISTICS HOMOGENEITY BROWNFORSYTHE  

  /PLOT MEANS 

  /MISSING ANALYSIS 

  /POSTHOC=GH ALPHA(0.05). 

 



 

 

 



 

 

  



 

Multivariate Analysis – What predictors are there for differences of Health Index scores? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

  



 

SPSS SYNTAX 

REGRESSION 

  /DESCRIPTIVES MEAN STDDEV CORR SIG N 

  /MISSING PAIRWISE 

  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS CI(95) R ANOVA COLLIN TOL CHANGE ZPP 

  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 

  /NOORIGIN  

  /DEPENDENT HealthIndex 

  /METHOD=ENTER hinctnta stflife happy stfmjob agea gndr Cntry_Nordic vrtywrk jbrqlrn wgdpeft  

    hlpcowk hlthrwk dcsfwrk jbscr wrkhrd nevdnjb oprtad bseftwk smblvjb rpljbde indisdc truinwk pdaprpa  

    wrywprb trdawrk jbprtfp stfjbot wkjbndm Empl_Contract wkhtot Empl_SelfEmpl MainAct_Empl  

    MainAct_Unempl MainAct_Education wrkengt wkovrtm wrkwe 

  /SCATTERPLOT=(*ZRESID ,*ZPRED) 

  /RESIDUALS NORMPROB(ZRESID) 

  /CASEWISE PLOT(ZRESID) OUTLIERS(3). 

  



 

APPENDIX B – Preparing the ESS Data 

Creating dichotomous variables for regression  

For Regression models I have created “Dummy” variables out of those nominal variables that I wish to explore as predictors of scores in the 

Health Index. The following pages describe how variables were recoded into dichotomous “dummy” variables using SPSS software. 

 

Creating Dummy Variable for Country – Nordic or Not 

RECODE cntry ('DK'=1) ('NO'=1) ('FI'=1) ('SE'=1) (MISSING=SYSMIS) (ELSE=0) INTO Cntry_Nordic.VARIABLE LABELS  

Cntry_Nordic 'Nordic country or Not'.EXECUTE.  

Creating a Dummy Variable for Gender: 

RECODE gndr (1=0) (2=1) INTO Gender_0_1. 

VARIABLE LABELS  Gender_0_1 'Dummy Gender'. 

EXECUTE. 

Creating a Dummy Variable for variable -  Limited Contract or Not 

RECODE wrkctra (1=0) (2 thru 3=1) INTO Empl_Contract. 

VARIABLE LABELS  Empl_Contract 'Limited or Not (Limited and No Contract)'. 

EXECUTE.  

Creating a Dummy for Variable Total hours normally worked. PT Work or Not 

RECODE wkhtot  (MISSING=SYSMIS) (1 thru 30=1) (ELSE=0) INTO Empl_PartTime. 

VARIABLE LABELS  Empl_PartTime 'PartTime or Not (Less than 30hrs/week)'. 

EXECUTE. 

Creating Dummy for variable Employment Relation – Self employed or not 

RECODE emplrel (1=0) (2=1) (3=0) INTO Empl_SelfEmpl. 

VARIABLE LABELS  Empl_SelfEmpl 'Self Employed or Not'. 

EXECUTE. 

Creating a Dummy Variable for Main Activity = Unemployment/Employment/Education 

RECODE mnactic (1=1) (2 thru 9=0) INTO MainAct_Empl. 

VARIABLE LABELS  MainAct_Empl 'Employed or Not'. 

EXECUTE. 

RECODE mnactic (1=0) (2=0) (3 thru 4=1) (5 thru 9=0) INTO MainAct_Unempl. 

VARIABLE LABELS  MainAct_Unempl 'Unemployed or Not (Looking and not looking)'. 

EXECUTE. 

RECODE mnactic (1=0) (2=1) (3 thru 9=0) INTO MainAct_Education. 

VARIABLE LABELS  MainAct_Education 'Education or Not'. 

EXECUTE. 

  



 

Constructing a Health Index 

Variables to be included: 

Variable Range 

HEALTH  - Subjective General Health 1 (Very good) + to 5 (Very Bad) - 

HLTHHMP - Hampered in Activities 1 (Yes a lot) - to 3 (No) + 

GDSPRT   - Have felt cheerful and in good spirits last 2 weeks 1 (All of the time) + to 6 (At no time) - 

CLMRLX  - Have felt calm and relaxed last 2 weeks 1 (All of the time) + to 6 (At no time) - 

ACTVGRS - Have felt active and vigorous last 2 weeks 1 (All of the time) + to 6 (At no time) – 

 

The process of creating an Index: 

1. Checking variables for Errors and outliers 

2. Reversing variables – All questions need to be answered in the same “direction”. E.g. Higher scores measure better health. 

3. Normalizing variables – Variables with different ranges of answers/scores would imply that those with higher ranges were given more weight 

in the index. To normalize/standardize variables include recalculating them into “Z-scores” having the same average and same dispersion.  

4. Computing the Index. 

1. Checking for variables for Errors (Weighed by combined weight):    

   

 

 

 

 

 

Interpretation of descriptive statistics: Minimum and Maximum values for the Variables are within the range of possible scores. The shares of 

missing cases are low. 

2. Reversing variables 
As seen in the table of variables to be included in the Index only one variable (hlthhmp- Hampered in Activities) need to be 

reversed in order for lower scores to measure better Health. However, in order to make interpretation easier, it would be better to 

have higher Scores mean better health. We therefore need to reverse all variables except hlthhmp. This is done by computing new 

variables from those variables using SPSS. 

Reversing health into healthRev: 

COMPUTE healthREV=6-health. 

EXECUTE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Reversing gdsprt into gdsprtREV: 

COMPUTE gdsprtREV=7-gdsprt. 

EXECUTE. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reversing clmrlx into clmrlxREV: 

COMPUTE clmrlxREV=7-clmrlx. 

EXECUTE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reversing actvgrs into actvgrsREV:  

COMPUTE actvgrsREV=7-actvgrs. 

EXECUTE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Normalizing variables 

All the five variables (hlthhmp and the reversed new variables) intended for the Health Index now have higher 

Scores indicating better health. The next step is to normalize the scores of all these variables, giving them equal 

weight in the Index. This was done by using the following option in SPSS: 

Analyze => Descriptive Statistics => Descriptives. 

Adding all the five variables in the Variables field and ticking the box “Save standardized values as variables”. 



 

The new Z-score Variables were assigned the names: “ZhealthREV”, “Zhlthhmp”, “ZgdsprtREV”, “ZclmrlxREV” 

and “ZactvgrsREV”. 

4. Computing the Index. 

I now computed the HealthIndex by doing the following in SPSS: 

COMPUTE HealthIndex=ZhealthREV + Zhlthhmp + ZgdsprtREV + ZclmrlxREV + ZactvgrsREV. 

EXECUTE. 

Histogram, mean and standard deviation of the Health Index. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Health Index will be used in the coming analysis to investigate strengths of association/relationship with the 

index as a dependent variable and multiple other independent variables as predictors of the scores on the Health 

index. This is done by Regression analysis. Allowing us to interpret to what extent certain predictors 

increases/decreases Health scores in the index.
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APPENDIX C – Univariate analysis of included variables 
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Non-weighted frequencies in ESS cumulative dataset (All rounds)  
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Non-weighted frequencies In ESS round 5 dataset 
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